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I. Introduction 

This is the ninth of ~ series of reports which address 
the effort to resolve the issue regarding the embedment 
plates which were constructed with strap anchor spacing 
other than those used in the design. The purpose of 
this report is to update the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
Region III regarding the status for this effort. This 
ninth report consists of a summary of work performed 
during last two weeks. 

II. Dresden Station 

Per the Milestone Bar Chart (Attachment 1), a walkdown 
at Dresden is continuing. Except for following up 
on a small number of hangers, the walkdown is essentially 
complete. We expect to complete the field walkdown 
activity by the end of this month. 

The previous Status Reports had indicated that some 
ultrasonic test results have shown strap anchor spacings 
of 2 4 11 

( :!:: 1 11
) on center. This 2 4 11 spacing was found 

only on some Mark A plates at Elevation 517 1 -6 11 Dresden 
Unit 2 Reactor Building (See Appendix A). It was also 

·mentioned that the 24 11 spacing .will have a minimal 
impact on the overall assessment program. Analytical 
confirmation of this has been completed. For 24'' spa~ing, 
allowable loads have been developed for various attachment 
sizes and attachment locations to replace allowable 
loads initially generated for the 18 11 spacing. As 
explained in previous status reports, the 24 11 spacing 
is believed to apply to only some of the M~rk A plates 
at Elevation 517 1 -6 11 Dresden Unit 2 Reactor Building 
·floor. Thus assessment for 24 11 spacing of anchors 
is necessary for only these plates. So~e of the Mark 
A plates have 18 11 strap anchor spacing based on ultrasonic 
testing data. All the remaining Mark A plates for 
which ultrasonic testing was not requested have been 
conservatively reassessed using 24 11 spacing and the 
hanger loads on these plates, except for one hanger, 
have been found to be within the new allowables developed 
for 24 11 spacing. For one hanger ultrasonic. testing 
of embedment plate has been requested. 

The following describes the action on certain embedment 
plates at Dresden Station for which the shop drawings 
indicate a strap anchor spacing of 9 11 along each longitudinal 
edge of the plate. The strap anchor spacing specified 
on the shop drawing for these plates matches the design 
drawing spacing. Large bore hangers attached to these 
plates were divided into those in the exterior regions 
of the plates and those in the interior regions of 
the plates. The hangers in the exterior regionB were 
assessed by conservatively using the exterior region 
18 11 spacing allowable loads to determine.which hangers 
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should be in walkdown scope. The hangers in the interior 
regions were not assessed because the strap anchor 
spacing on the shop drawings matches that on the design 
drawing. These hangers on the inteiior regions have 
now also been assessed conservatively by using the 
allowable loads for 18" strap anchor spacing.) The 
assessment is complete and has r~sulted in approximately 
47 additional hangers requiring walkdown. At present 
all hangers except for six have been walked down and 
ultrasonic testing data for about eight hangers has 
been requested. ~he hanger numbers in attachments 

.2A and 4A have been revised to incorporate this data. 

Due to.high radiation in certain areas of the plant, 
21 hangers are ~resently inaccessible. Walkdowns for 
these hangers will be performed when conditions permit. 

Attachments 4A and SA show the current .cumulative status 
of work progress. 

Quad Cities Station 

?er the Milestone B~r Chart (Attachment 1), the walkdowri 
at Quad Cities is continuing. Except for following 
up -0n a small number of hanger~, tbe walkdown is essentially 
complete. We expect to complete the field ,walkdown · 
activity by the end of this·month. 

The current cumulative status is indicated in Attachmerit 
48. 

Due to high radiation in areas of the plant, 20 hangers 
are presently inaccessible. Walkdowns for.these hangers 
will be performed ~hen conditions permit. 

In the course of the program~ w~ have performed additional 
office'as~essment work on ~he number of hangeis originally 

.considered to be in the walkdown scope. Through this 
effort we have been able to reduce the number of hangers 
requiring walkdown.· This da~~ is now iricorporated 
in the revision to Attachment 2B. 

Attachment SB shows the present status of ultrasonic 
testing data and resulting embedment plate assessment. 

IV. Current Status of Other Items Affecting both Dresden 
and Quad Cities Stations 

This section is add~d in this status report to discuss' 
the status of the following items common to both stations. 

A. As indicated in the first Status Report, concurrent 
with the assessment of hangers on the basis of 
available loads, confirmation of hanger load data 
by app~opriate CECo piping analysis consultants 
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was a part of the program. At present virtually 
all loads used in the assessment program have been 
confirmed. A small number of hangers have been 
added to the walkdown scope as a 'result of this 
confirmation. Attachment 2A and 2B have been revised 
to incorporate this data. 

Situations where hangers on an embedment plate 
were plotted more than 12" apart were assessed 
by considering one attachment load at a time. 
During the walkdown, it was found that in some 
cases, hangers were physically installed within 
12" of each other and· hence required an assessment 
of- that portion of the plate by considering the 
effect of both loads simultqneously. Such situations 
ess~ntially increased the number of hangers in 
walkdown scope. Attachment 2A ~nd 2B have b~en 
revised to incorporate_~his data. 

'. 

C. The.key plans on pipe h~nger drawings w~re used 
to locate and plot hanger attachments on embedment 
plate plan drawings. During this plotting,. some 
hanger locations plotted such that the attachment 
locations weie not on embedmertt plates. Sirice 
the.hanger diawings showed attachment to .embedment 
plates, these hangers were walked down to'confirm 
their as-built location. In general, it was found 
that the hariger drawing detail showihg attachment 
t6 embedment plate was correct and the ref~rence . 
dimension on t~e _hanger. drawing key plan was i~accµrate. 
These han~ers were assessed us~rig the walkdown · · 
infor~ation .. In general, these hangers w~re found 
to have a small effect on the number of hangers 
included in the ~a~ic walkdown scope. The num~er 
of hangers which-affected the walkdown scope hangers 
have been incorpoiated in attachments 2A,,2B, 4A 
and ·4B. · 

D. During the walkdo~n,·some of the hangers ·plotted 
on the embedment·plate drawings could not be located 
oi were found to.be removed; These hangers .. were -
generally shown on the original piping vendor drawings. 
Most of the ~anger drawings bn safety-related pipes 

: have been revised and redrawn du:ring the IEB 79-14 
and Mark I programs. Hence a document review to 
corifirm that these hangers were either removed 
by design intent during such programs or that they 
we~e not considered in .. the piping analysis during 
these,progra~s is underway. Some of these hangers 
were shown on ~ender drawings and also subsequently 
shown on appropriate AE drawings during the above 
mentioned programs. In the present embedment plate 
asse~sment program, these hangers were plbtted 
on the embedrnent plate drawings as distinct hangers. 
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The duplication however was ~bserved during the 
~ walkdown. A document review to confirm that this 

is in fact the case is in progress. The number 
of hangers involved in these two categories is 
small. This data is included as detailed present 
status summarizes in Attachments 4A and 4B. The 
numbers in Attachments 2A and 2B indicate the current 
number of hangers in the walkdown scope of each. 
station. The numbers in Attachments 4A and 4B 
indicate the number of hangers actually walked 
down. The detailed present status summaries in 
Attachments 4A and 4B tie these numbers together 
and indicate that only a small number of hangers 
are left to be walked down at each station. 

V. Attachments 

The following attachments are included in this weekly 
report. 

1. Milestone Bar Chart - Dresden and Quad Cities 

2. Summary of Status 

2A Dresden 
2B Quad Cities 

3. Number of Embedment Plates 

3A Dresden 
3B Quad Cities 

4. Phase i - Walkdown and Evaluation Status Summary 

4A Dresden 
4B Quad Cities 

5. Phase ii - Walkdown and Evaluation Status Summary 

SA Dresden 
SB Quad Cities 

6. Appendix A - 24 inch Anchor Spacing 

Note: Attachments 1, 3 and Appendix A have not changed. 
Attachments 2A, 2B, 4A, 4B, SA and SB have been revised 
to show current cumulative status and to incorporate 
the changes in the number of hangers as described 
in this report. · 
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ACTIVITY 

CECo requests S&L's assistance 
for one failed cmb. plate at 
Drcsdrn Unit 2 (2/11/87) 

SOL ass~sses failed plate and 
informs CECo that the strap 
spJCin~ on emb. ,,late shop 
dwg.· is different from S&L's 
design dwg. 

CECo requests a review of ad
ditional shop dwgs. 1 a mockup 
plate ECN [or UT cali~ration 
a11d determination of plate 
capacity per shop dwg. detail. 
RcpJir of failed plate.' is 
i ssucd·. 

S&L obtains prints of large 
horc h~1ng-cr .dwj..:s. with attach
ment to emb. pL1te. 

Sbl. prC'parcs han~:c1· local ion 
dwg!->, 

S&L so1·ts and plots hanger 
attachments (drafting) ... In 
addition, S&L locates seams of 
emb. plates using piece marks 
on shop dwgs. 

S&L generates cmh. 11late capacity. 

S&L performs an engineering 
assessment and identifies those 
hangers which meet tl1e shop d~g. 
plate capacity nnd hence are of 
no concern. 

S6L performs a sort of remaining 
hangers into those which may 
potentially affect piping system 
function and those for which the 
embedment plate FSAR al·lowables 
are exceeded. 

2/9/87 2116/87 

I 

I 

At tachmcnt i 

Dresden 203 Bar Chart for Embedment Plate Issue Resolution 

Quad Cities 162 Bar Chart for Embedment Plate Issue Resolution 
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Attachment I (Cnntint1cd) Par,c 2 Clf 

Dresden 2&) Bar ·Chart for Embedment Plate Issue Resolution 

Quad Cities 1&2 Bar Chart for Embcdment Plate Issue Resolution c:=::J DRt.SD['1 r::- -- ~ Ql!t-0- (!TIES 

WEE BEG NNING MONDAY q 
ACTIVITY . 
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S&l./C[Co performs ,, walkdown 
f11r those hangl'rs 1o1hich m.ly O--e CONTl"'JUIN6 

"""'"' (.11 h· • r lrct piping ----+---COIJTll-JUll-JC! 
system .ln.lly~is and detcr~inc 

;1t t;1<.:limcnl \oc:it ion rt· lat ive I I' 
lt> l'<l):es of l·ml1. pl.1lf' and / 
~l r.1p. I ( nccc:;s.-1ry, CECo I 
Pt'Tlorms UT rur Slr.:lp 

loca~ inn. 

Sl-i.I. 11tiliz.C's ..... 1lkdo1JT1 data to 
pcrf11rm a sorl nf th<·si: hanp.ers 
tt1 i1lrnt i fy I hose hangers 1o1hich 

sl i 11 mily pott'11t i:il ly affect 
1•iJ'lll)'. S\·stcm :in;dvsis. 

Sbl./CEC:o perform a w.1lkdown for 
thusr han~ers wldcl1 may potcntL1lly 
cause cml1cdncn1 plate FSAR al lo,,.·
ablcs tc1 be exceeded. 

Assess these h:1ni:ers Uased on 
w.:1lkdown data .111d issue repairs 
..is nccrssary. 

I 
I 
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Attachment 211 

Status Summary 

Quad Cities 

~------·- ----· - ___ ___:_,. ____ . .,-----'---------'-----:---------------- -----·--··--·· ·--···-

I . DESCR I l'TION 
Total In Unit 

Ill 

APPROXlMATE NHHRF.R OF 1.ARf:F. RORF. Pf PF. llANf:F.RS ON >;>tR>;n>t>:NT PLAT<:< 

ln Unit 
·112 

Safety 
Related· 

Nonsafety 
Rel:ltcd . 

Reactor 
Bldg. 

Turb inc 
Bldg. 

Lo.ids' 
Upper 
1..tmi t. 

·---··--··--·--·-------·-------l-----+----+-------t--.,-----j------r----1-----i------
Large bore hangc~s c11llcctcd fo~ follow-up work 
(Excludes hO hangers on di ffcrenl strap plntc) 

Result of first sort u:::;ing generic 2!2" x 2~i" 

:1ttachmc.nt si;:c al1.ow.1blc limits (number o[ 

h.1n~~crs rcrjl.1iring ro~low-11p work) 

Results ol· second sc>:·t using ·generic larger 
attachment size ~1llow~1blc l.imits where applicable 
(n11mUcr of h:ingcrs rt:quiring fol low.:up world 

lh:s•ilt 0f w;ilkdnwn :!ml cv.ilu.1tion for han1~crs 
wi r:h lo.,cls > :11 low,,bi.c upper limits (n11mbCr of 
h.,111.~cr:-; r1:<111i ri.ng foi low-up work) 

- l'h:1:;c i ..;. Visual .t:.•t.1 oht.,incd from floor 

- Ph,,:;1: ii - llr:i I i.::ir.g UT cl.1t.i for str.1p loc.,tion 

R·~~;nlt •>f walkdown :11al cv:du.1tion (or hangers with 
lo;1d :1ll1.1w.,blc FSA~~ limits (number of lwngcrs 
rcquirin1~. rol low-11p .... tlrk) 

l'h:1se i - Vir.11.11 d:;t,, obt.Jinc<l from floor 

l'h:1!;l• ii - lrti.Li::i.r.g IJT <l,,L, for str3p loc.,tion 

2000 !000 

71 

1000 400 1600 1380 b20 

75 74 !UY J) 

Lo.1d:.; > 
FSAR 

Tl11~ f.abll! :1hove 1ks1.;rihcs the results of large bore !1ani:~er dr.,wi.lll! collection, plotting .·~nd sorting. ·N11mcric.1l values represent number of li:1r11:cr::; :111d :1r1: :1! pr.1:·:im:11e n11ml11:1·:;. 

* )9 S.ifctv-relatcd. 54 Nonsnfctv-rclatcd 
** 31 S.ifcty-1·cl;1lt·<I, 20 Nons.:ifcty-icl~tcd 

Noll' I: The 1111mber of h:rngcrs in this line h.1s bC'c:i revised t·o.includc the effect of items disct!sscd in 1·hc: text of this report. 

~l't' Nol 1• 



Attachment ~JA 

Number of Embedded Plates 

Dresden 

The following table shows a breakdown of number of embedded 
plates with large bore pipe hangers attached to them. The 
numbers indicated are approximate. 

Bldg - Unit Unit #2 Unit #3 Total 

Reactor Building 360 470 830 

Turbine Building 90 100 190 

Total 450 570 1020 



... 
\ 

i\ttachrnent =38 

Number of Embedded Plates 

Quad Cities 

The following table shows a breakdown of number of embedded 
plates with large bore pipe hangers attached to them. The 
numbers indicated are approximate. 

Bldg - Unit Unit #1 Unit #2 Total 

Reactor Building 400 400 800 

Turbine Building 180 190 370 

To~al 580 590 1,170 
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/\ttachment 51\ 

PhaEe ii Walkdown and Evaluation Status Summary - Dresden 

This table represents the status of those hanqers for which U.T. data was 
requested. These hangers fall into t~e cate9o~ies shown below. 

APPROXIMATE Nl)}IBER OF UPPER LIMIT HANGERS (UL) APPROXIMATE 

Sort of Evaluated Hangers 
U.T. .Being u. T. U.T. 

Received Evaluated 
.Upper Limit FSAR Limit Evaluated Requested Received Evaluated 

Ul. Columns 

0)+© 
noes Not Does Not 

Satisfies Satisfies - (Dor 
UL 

Satisfy FSAR Satisfy ~~tachmcnt UL PSAR 
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Pha!Oe ii Walkdown ,rnd Evaluation Status Summary - Quad cities 
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Appendix.A 

24" Strap Anchor Spacing 

Some ultrasonic test results have shown strap anchor spacings 
of 24" (±: l") on center. The shop drawings fot these embedment 
plates show a spacing of 18''. It was suspected that the spacing 
of 24" may have resulted from either a detailer-fabricator 
interface not recorded on the shop detail drawing or from 
a misinterpretation of the detail drawing. 

Further review of the data available leads one to believe 
that the· 24" spacing resulted from a· misinterpretation of 
the shop detail drawing. The following is the basis of our 
belief. 

At present a total of 12 plates have been found to have strap 
anchor spacings of 24". These plates form a portion of the 
plates detailed on shop detail drawing number 4. This drawing 
details all ceiling embedment plates at elevation 517'-6" 
in the Dresden Unit 2 Reactor Building. This is the lowest 
slab elevation in the plant complex that has ceiling embedment 
plates. Hence we believe that this was the first slab with 
ceiling embedments which was constructed at the plant. A · 
portion of shop detail drawing number 4 is included as Figure 
Al. As shown, the detailing method was to present a generic 
plan of embedment plate with strap location indicated by the 
string of dimensions X, Y spaces @ 9", X~ The details of 
individual plates are specified by assi~ning each plate a 
piece mark designation and tabulating the data for that plate. 
Figure Al shows this plan and a portion of the table. Thus 
per this table, 66 plates with PC MK "A" were to be fabricated; 
each with 

- a plate length of 10'-0" 

- 13 strap anchors per plate 

- the dimerision string intended to read 6", 
12 spaces @ 9", 6 11

• 

All of the plates presently found to have 24" spacing are 
Piece Mark A plates. We believe that these were some of the 
first ~lates fabricated. Lacking any further data, we also 
believe that some of these plates were fabricated with the 
dimension string incorrectly interpreted to mean 6 11

, ! spaces 
@ 12", 6". Such a string of dimension will o~ course yield 
a 24 11 spacing of anchors along each longitudinal edge of plate. 



If such reasoning were the complete explanation, one would 
tend to believe that all plates with piece markA have 24 ... 
spacing. This however is not true. Ultrasonic test results 
show that 10 other piece mark A plates at this elevation have 
anchors spaced at 18" (2:1"). A possible explanation of this 
fact is as follows: 

Shop detail drawing number 4 was ~aided on January 12, 1967, 
and a completely new drawing number 4 was prepared. A portion 
of this new drawing number 4 is shown as Figure A2. The presentation 
scheme is essentially the same. In this case, however, the 
string dimension now reads l~", 13 spaces @ 9", l~". This 
new drawing has a note which reads. 

"Strap anchor changes to be 
effective only for added plates 
and not affecting plates already 
on job site per previously approved 
shop drawing" · 

Based on this we. believe the following: 

1. The 6" end distance was changed to l~". 

2. Strap anchor spacing of 26" has not been found. This 
- would have been the case had the incorrect interpretation 

of the dimension string continued, i.e., "13 spaces" would 
have been misinterpreted to be 13" dimension. 

Thu~, at present we believe that a limited number of piece 
mark A plates were fabricated with 24" spacing. We also believe 
that the error was limited to only Piece Mark A of sheet 4, 
elevation 517'-6", Reactor Building, Dresden Unit 2. 

The UT results indicate that the 24'' spacing at present occurs 
to a very limited extent. We are continuing the analytical 
work to confirm that the 24" spacing has minimal generic impact. 
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